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HIGH PROTEIN SNACK

Fast food can also be good for us when it contains natural
products and the most important nutrients. With their high
protein content AMMI products are the perfect snack. Our
body needs a serious dose of protein every day for all of
our organs to function properly. Protein provides us with
energy, participates in building muscle mass, improves brain
function, boosts metabolism and helps fight excess weight.

Look around you! You can find us in the supermarket, at
the gas station, in the small grocery store and at your
local gym. Whenever you need a quick snack that will
satisfy your hunger, give you a strong boost of energy,
and delight you with its unique taste, get AMMI!



HIGH PROTEIN SNACK
Health comes first! All AMMI products are made from high quality
ingredients, with full control of the production process. In AMMI
MEAT BARS we use natural supplements rich in antioxidants,
vitamins and minerals, which not only enhance the useful qualities
of the product, but also add a unique taste! High in protein! Low in
carbohydrates and sugar and in some of the products WITHOUT
carbohydrates and sugar! All AMMI products are gluten free!
KETO product - AMMI Porky Poprind is a great meal, suitable for
people who follow a high-protein and low-carbohydrate diet.
AMMI products do not contain artificial colors and flavors!

When you are on your way, add AMMI to your luggage. With
its high quality packaging it is well protected and suitable for
storage in almost any weather conditions, it can be opened
easily and won't slow you down on your way to your favorite
place. Don't ever stop!





MEAT BAR

Meat bar with high protein content and an assortment of dried fruits and 
vegetables

Net Weight: 40 grams

Shelf life: 9 months

Storage Conditions: at room temperature, protected
from direct sunlight.

Consumption: before and after physical activity; always accessible 
whenever we need a boost of energy.

Ingredient: horse, pork or beef meat, combined with natural dried fruits or 
vegetables, spices; entirely natural. 

Transport Packaging: tear away display box for 10 pcs. per flavor.
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PORKY POPRIND



PORKY POPRIND

Pork rinds, flavoured with natural spices.

Weight: 50 grams

Shelf life: 9 months

Recommended Storage Conditions: at room temperature, 
protected from direct sunlight

Consumption: high-protein snack, suitable for active people, to be 
consumed anywhere as a light snack; suitable for diabetic people 
and those on a KETO diet

Ingredients: pork rinds, vegetable oil, natural spices

Transport Packaging: cardboard box for 17 pcs. per flavour
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Additional Information

 Ability to display/present on an AMMI branded display shelf with 4
shelves sized at: 359/280/1337мм (1617мм. w/header)

 Every shelf can fit 6-8 pcs. of poprinds or 24-36 pcs. total

 The top shelf can fit up to 4 meat bar display boxes/40 pcs./



www.snackammi.com + 359 894 52 10 40
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